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Abstract
We consider the scotogenic model, where the standard model (SM) is extended by a scalar doublet
and three Z2 odd SM-singlet fermions (Ni, i = 1, 2, 3), all odd under an additional Z2 symmetry,
as a unifying framework for simultaneous explanation of inflation, dark matter, baryogenesis and
neutrino mass. The inert doublet is coupled nonminimally to gravity and forms the inflaton. The
lightest neutral particle of this doublet later becomes the dark matter candidate. Baryogenesis is
achieved via leptogenesis by the decay of N1 to SM leptons and the inert doublet particles. Neutrino
masses are generated at the one-loop level. Explaining all these phenomena together in one model
is very economic and gives us a new set of constraints on the model parameters. We calculate the
inflationary parameters like spectral index, tensor-to-scalar ratio and scalar power spectrum, and
find them to be consistent with the Planck 2018 constraints. We also do the reheating analysis
for the inert doublet decays/annihilations to relativistic, SM particles. We find that the observed
baryon asymmetry of the Universe can be obtained and the sum of light neutrino mass bound can
be satisfied for the lightest Z2 odd singlet fermion of mass around 10 TeV, dark matter in the mass
range 1.25–1.60 TeV, and the lepton number violating quartic coupling between the SM Higgs and
the inert doublet in the range of 6.5× 10−5 to 7.2× 10−5.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There has been significant progress in the last few decades in gathering evidence for
the presence of a mysterious, nonluminous, nonbaryonic form of matter, known as dark
matter (DM), in the present Universe [1]. From the early galaxy cluster observations [2],
observations of galaxy rotation curves [3], the more recent observation of the bullet cluster [4]
and the latest cosmological data provided by the Planck satellite [5], it is now very much
certain that approximately 27% of the present Universe is composed of DM, which is about
five times more than the ordinary luminous or baryonic matter. Certain criteria to be
satisfied by particle candidates for DM can be found in [6] which rule out all the standard
model (SM) particles as DM candidates. Among different beyond standard model (BSM)
proposals for DM [7], the weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) paradigm remains
the most widely studied scenario where a DM candidate typically with electroweak (EW)
scale mass and interaction rate similar to EW interactions can give rise to the correct DM
relic abundance, a remarkable coincidence often referred to as the WIMP Miracle [8].
Apart from DM, the baryonic part of the Universe itself provides another puzzle – an
abundance of baryons over antibaryons. The dynamical production of a remnant baryon
asymmetry (excess baryons over antibaryons) requires certain conditions to be fulfilled if
the Universe is assumed to have started in a baryon-symmetric manner. These conditions,
known as the Sakharov conditions [9] require baryon number (B) violation, C and CP viola-
tion and departure from thermal equilibrium, not all of which can be fulfilled in the required
amounts within the SM alone. Out-of-equilibrium decay of a heavy particle leading to the
generation of baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU) has been a well-known mechanism
for baryogenesis [10, 11]. One interesting way to implement such a mechanism is leptogene-
sis [12], where a net leptonic asymmetry is generated first which gets converted into baryon
asymmetry through (B + L)-violating EW sphaleron transitions [13]. For the lepton asym-
metry to be converted into baryon asymmetry, it is important that the processes giving rise
to the leptonic asymmetry freeze out before the onset of the sphaleron transitions to prevent
wash-out of the asymmetry [14]. An interesting feature of this scenario is that the required
lepton asymmetry can be generated through CP violating out-of-equilibrium decays of the
same heavy fields that take part in the seesaw mechanism [15–20] that explains the origin
of tiny neutrino masses [1], another observed phenomenon the SM fails to address.
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The assumption that the Universe should have started in a baryon-symmetric manner is
bolstered by inflation, another widely studied problem in cosmology. Originally proposed to
solve the horizon, flatness and unwanted relic problem in cosmology [21, 22], the inflationary
paradigm is also supported by the adiabatic and scale invariant perturbations observed in
the cosmic microwave background [23, 24]. Any baryon asymmetry present in the Universe
before inflation would be washed out at the end of inflation due to the exponential expansion
of the Universe which would dilute any previous information. Over the years, a variety of
inflationary models have been studied with different levels of success [25]. Chaotic inflation
[26] models were one of the earliest and simplest that used power law potentials like m2φ2 +
λφ4 with a scalar φ. These models were not very accurate at explaining the observations.
Another class of models use the Higgs as the inflaton [27, 28], the particle responsible for
inflation. These models often suffer from problems of vacuum stability [29] and nonunitarity
[30] as well as being inadequate for combining inflation with other cosmological problems
like DM and baryogenesis. A way out is adding an extra stabilizing scalar which acts as the
inflaton.
In this work, we consider the possibility of connecting the above three phenomena, namely,
DM, baryon asymmetry and inflation, which may seem unrelated to each other, within the
framework of a simple, nonsupersymmetric particle physics model that also explains nonzero
neutrino masses.1 The model is based on the scotogenic framework [37] where the SM is
extended by three copies of SM-singlet Z2 odd fermions and an additional Higgs doublet, all
of which are odd under an unbroken Z2 symmetry, leaving the possibility of the lightest Z2-
odd particle to be a stable DM candidate. The additional Higgs doublet is also often called
the inert doublet, as it does not develop a vacuum expectation value (VEV). These Z2-odd
particles also take part in generating light neutrino masses at one-loop level. We consider
the Z2-odd scalar field, namely the inert Higgs doublet to play the role of DM and inflaton
simultaneously while the Z2-odd fermions create the leptonic asymmetry through out-of-
equilibrium decay into SM leptons and inert Higgs doublet.2 To keep the scenario minimal
and simple, we consider a variant of Higgs inflation [27, 28] where the inert Higgs doublet field
having nonminimal coupling to gravity can serve as the inflaton [54], can reheat the Universe
1 See Refs. [31–36] for other examples which connect all these phenomena in a single unifying framework. A
comparative discussion of the scotogenic scenario considered here vis-a´-vis these alternative constructions
is given at the end of Sec. IX.
2 The possibility of a single field or particle playing the role of inflaton and DM was first pointed out in
Refs. [38, 39] and was taken up for detailed studies in several subsequent works [40–58].3
after inflation giving rise to a radiation dominated phase and also play the role of DM with
the correct relic abundance and satisfying other DM related constraints like direct detection.
We extend this scenario by introducing three Z2 odd SM-singlet fermions to account for the
baryon asymmetry in the Universe. The reheating after inflation produces these fermions
in thermal equilibrium which are responsible for generating the lepton asymmetry at a
temperature approximately equal to the lightest such fermion mass T ∼ M1. We find that
the required amount of lepton asymmetry can be produced for M1 ∼ 10 TeV within a vanilla
leptogenesis framework having hierarchical Z2 odd singlet fermionic masses while satisfying
the constraints from light neutrino masses. This also agrees with the recent study of low
scale leptogenesis in scotogenic model [59]. We obtain values for inflationary parameters like
the spectral index ns = 0.9678, the tensor-to-scalar ratio r = 0.0029 which are consistent
with the 2018 Planck constraints [24]. We use the scalar power spectrum to obtain the
relation between the quartic self-coupling λ2 of the inert doublet and its coupling to gravity.
Reheating analysis allows us to get a lower bound on λ2 & 160 . Successful baryogenesis via
leptogenesis and DM relic abundance is obtained for the DM mass range of 1.25–1.60 TeV
and the lepton-number-violating quartic coupling λ5 between the SM Higgs and the inert
doublet in the range of 6.5 × 10−5 to 7.2 × 10−5, which also satisfies the sum of neutrino
mass bounds from Planck.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly summarize the
minimal scotogenic model. In Sec. III, we review how the neutrino mass is generated in
this model. This is followed by discussions on inflation and reheating in Secs. IV and V,
respectively. We discuss the details of DM and baryogenesis through leptogenesis in Secs.
VI and VII, respectively. We then summarize the study of renormalization group (RG)
evolution of model parameters in section VIII and then conclude in section IX.
II. THE SCOTOGENIC MODEL
As mentioned earlier, the minimal scotogenic model is the extension of the SM by three
copies of SM-singlet Z2 odd fermions Ni (with i = 1, 2, 3) and one SU(2)L-doublet scalar
field Φ2 (called inert doublet), all being odd under a Z2 symmetry, while the SM fields
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remain Z2-even, i.e. under the Z2-symmetry, we have
N → −N, Φ2 → −Φ2, Φ1 → Φ1, ΨSM → ΨSM , (1)
where Φ1 is the SM Higgs doublet and ΨSM’s stand for the SM fermions. This Z2 symme-
try, though ad hoc in this minimal setup, could be realized naturally as a subgroup of a
continuous gauge symmetry like U(1)B−L with nonminimal field content [60, 61]. The Z2
symmetry and the corresponding charges of the fields prevent the SM fermion couplings with
the additional scalar Φ2 at renormalizable level, thus making it inert, as the name “inert
doublet” suggests. However, the SM leptons can couple to the inert doublet Φ2 via the Z2
odd SM-singlet fermions. The Z2-symmetry still prevents the neutral component of Φ2 from
acquiring a nonzero VEV. This eventually forbids the generation of light neutrino masses at
tree level through the conventional type-I seesaw mechanism [15–20].
The scalar sector of the model is same as the inert Higgs doublet model (IHDM) [62], a
minimal extension of the SM in order to accommodate a DM candidate [37, 60, 63–75]. Due
to the Z2 symmetry given by Eq. (1), this prevents linear and trilinear couplings of Φ2 with
the SM Higgs. Therefore, if the bare mass-squared term of Φ2 is chosen positive definite,
its neutral components do not acquire any VEV even after electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB). This ensures the stability of the lightest component of Φ2, irrespective of its mass,
on cosmological scale. If this lightest component is electromagnetically neutral, then this
can be a good DM candidate, if other relevant constraints are satisfied. The scalar potential
of the model involving the SM Higgs doublet Φ1 and the inert doublet Φ2 can be written as
V (Φ1,Φ2) = µ
2
1|Φ1|2 + µ22|Φ2|2 +
λ1
2
|Φ1|4 + λ2
2
|Φ2|4 + λ3|Φ1|2|Φ2|2
+ λ4|Φ†1Φ2|2 +
[
λ5
2
(Φ†1Φ2)
2 + H.c.
]
. (2)
To ensure that none of the neutral components of the inert Higgs doublet acquire a nonzero
VEV, µ22 > 0 is assumed. This also prevents the Z2 symmetry from being spontaneously
broken. The EWSB occurs due to the nonzero VEV acquired by the neutral component of
Φ1. After the EWSB, these two scalar doublets can be written in the following form in the
unitary gauge:
Φ1 =
 0
v+h√
2
 , Φ2 =
 H±
H0+iA0√
2
 , (3)
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where h is the SM-like Higgs boson, H0 and A0 are the CP-even and CP-odd scalars, and
H± are the charged scalars from the inert doublet. The masses of the physical scalars at
tree level can be written as
m2h = λ1v
2,
m2H± = µ
2
2 +
1
2
λ3v
2,
m2H0 = µ
2
2 +
1
2
(λ3 + λ4 + λ5)v
2 = m2H± +
1
2
(λ4 + λ5) v
2,
m2A0 = µ
2
2 +
1
2
(λ3 + λ4 − λ5)v2 = m2H± +
1
2
(λ4 − λ5) v2 . (4)
Without any loss of generality, we consider λ5 < 0, λ4 + λ5 < 0 so that the CP-even scalar
is the lightest Z2 odd particle and hence a stable DM candidate.
III. NEUTRINO MASS
The Lagrangian involving the newly added Z2 odd SM-singlet fermions is
L ⊃ 1
2
(MN)ijNiNj +
(
Yij L¯iΦ˜2Nj + H.c.
)
. (5)
Note that the Z2 symmetry (1) forbids the usual Dirac Yukawa term L¯Φ˜1N involving the SM
Higgs, and hence, the Dirac mass term in the seesaw mechanism. So the active neutrinos
remain massless at tree level. However, they can acquire a tiny mass at one-loop level
through the diagram shown in Fig. 1, which yields [37, 76]
(Mν)ij =
∑
k
YikYjkMk
32pi2
(
m2H0
m2H0 −M2k
ln
m2H0
M2k
− m
2
A0
m2A0 −M2k
ln
m2A0
M2k
)
≡
∑
k
YikYjkMk
32pi2
[
Lk(m
2
H0)− Lk(m2A0)
]
, (6)
where Mk is the mass eigenvalue of the mass eigenstate Nk in the internal line and the
indices i, j = 1, 2, 3 run over the three neutrino generations as well as three copies of Ni.
The function Lk(m
2) is defined as
Lk(m
2) =
m2
m2 −M2k
ln
m2
M2k
. (7)
From Eqs. (4), we note that m2H0−m2A0 = λ5v2. It implies that the neutral components of the
inert doublet become mass-degenerate in the limit λ5 → 0. In this limit, the light neutrinos
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FIG. 1. One-loop contribution to neutrino mass in the scotogenic model.
masses also vanish [cf. Eq. (6)], as expected, since the λ5-term in the scalar potential (2)
breaks lepton number by two units, when considered together with the SM-singlet fermions
Lagrangian (5). Therefore, the smallness of λ5 is technically natural in the ’t Hooft sense [77].
In this model, we need to choose some of the Yukawa couplings of the order of 10−3−10−4
for O(10 TeV) Ni masses and for λ5 ∼ 10−4 (typical values needed to satisfy the baryogenesis
constraints; see Sec. VII). One must make sure that the light neutrino masses obtained from
a given choice of Yukawa couplings is consistent with the cosmological limit on the sum of
neutrino masses,
∑
imi ≤ 0.11 eV [5], as well as the neutrino oscillation data [78]. This
can be ensured by working in the Casas-Ibarra parametrization [79]. For this purpose, we
rewrite Eq. (6) in a form resembling the type-I seesaw formula:
Mν = Y M˜
−1Y T , (8)
where we have introduced the diagonal matrix M˜ with elements
M˜i =
2pi2
λ5
ζi
2Mi
v2
, (9)
and ζi =
(
M2i
8(m2H0 −m2A0)
[
Li(m
2
H0)− Li(m2A0)
])−1
. (10)
The light neutrino mass matrix (8) is diagonalized by the usual PMNS mixing matrix U ,
which is determined from the neutrino oscillation data (up to the Majorana phases):
Dν = U
†MνU∗ = diag(m1,m2,m3) . (11)
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Then the Yukawa coupling matrix satisfying the neutrino data can be written as
Y = UD1/2ν OM˜
1/2 , (12)
where O is an arbitrary complex orthogonal matrix.
IV. INFLATION WITH INERT HIGGS DOUBLET
The IHDM needs to be coupled nonminimally to gravity for successful inflation. The
relevant action during inflation in the Jordan frame can be written as [54] (apart from the
couplings to the SM-singlet fermions)
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
−1
2
M2PlR−DµΦ1DµΦ†1 −DµΦ2DµΦ†2 − V (Φ1,Φ2)− ξ1Φ21R− ξ2Φ22R
]
,
(13)
where g is the metric term in the (−,+,+,+) convention, D stands for the covariant deriva-
tive containing couplings with the gauge bosons which just reduces to the normal derivative
Dµ → ∂µ (since during inflation, there are no fields other than the inflaton), MPl is the
reduced Planck mass, R is the Ricci scalar, and ξ1, ξ2 are dimensionless couplings of the
Higgs doublets to gravity.3 To have inflation along the inert doublet direction and not the
SM Higgs doublet direction, we need λ2
ξ22
 λ1
ξ21
, which is satisfied for large ξ2 compared to λ2.
To make the calculations easier, we make a conformal transformation of the metric to
g˜µν = Ω
2(x)gµν and transform the action to the Einstein frame [81, 82] where it looks like
a regular field theory action with no explicit couplings to gravity. Without going into the
details, we just quote the result for the redefined potential [54]:
Ve ' λ2M
4
Pl
4ξ22
[
1− exp
(
−
√
2
3
X
MPl
)]2
, (14)
where X =
√
3
2
MPl log
(
Ω2
)
. (15)
The potential in Eq. (14) belongs to the Starobinsky class [83]; see also Ref. [84]. The
potential is almost flat at high field values X MPl, ensuring slow-roll of the inflaton field.
3 Quantum effects invariably give rise to such couplings at the Planck scale [80].
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The slow-roll parameters are given by
 =
1
2
M2Pl
(
V ′e
Ve
)2
=
4
3
1[
−1 + exp
(√
2
3
X
MPl
)]2 , (16)
η = M2Pl
(
V ′′e
Ve
)
=
4
3
2− exp
(√
2
3
X
MPl
)
[
−1 + exp
(√
2
3
X
MPl
)]2 , (17)
where V ′e ≡ dVe/dX and V ′′e ≡ d2Ve/dX2. During the inflationary epoch, , η  1 and
inflation ends when  ' 1. Using this in Eq. (16), we obtain the field value Xend at the end
of inflation to be √
2
3
Xend
MPl
' 0.77 . (18)
The initial field value Xin at the beginning of inflation can then be obtained from the number
of e-folds, N (the number of times the Universe expanded by e times its own size), defined
as
N =
1
M2Pl
Xin∫
Xend
Ve
V ′e
dX . (19)
In principle, any N > 50 could solve the flatness, horizon and entropy problems of the
standard Big Bang cosmology [85]. We choose N = 60 which is typically expected if the
energy scale of inflation is of the order of 1016 GeV (GUT scale) [86]. Using this value and
Eq. (18) in Eq. (19), we obtain √
2
3
Xin
MPl
' 4.45 . (20)
The slow-roll parameters are approximately constant during slow-roll inflation, because
d
dN
' 2(η − 2) = O(2) . (21)
So we can evaluate the inflationary parameters like the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and spectral
index (ns) from Eqs. (16) and (17) using the initial field value Xin from Eq. (20). We obtain
r = 16  = 0.0029 , (22)
ns = 1− 6+ 2η = 0.9678 , (23)
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which are consistent with the 2018 Planck constraints (Planck TT,TE, EE+lowE+lensing) [24]:
r < 0.11 (at 95% C.L.) , (24)
ns = 0.9649± 0.0042 (at 68% C.L.) . (25)
Similarly, the scalar power spectrum amplitude can be estimated as
Ps =
1
12pi2
V 3e
M6Pl V
′2
e
' 5.57 λ2
ξ22
. (26)
Using the 2018 Planck result for log(1010Ps) = 3.047 ± 0.014 at 68% C.L. [24], we find a
relation between λ2 and ξ2:
ξ2 ' 5.33× 104 λ1/22 . (27)
As we will see in the following section, successful reheating after inflation imposes a lower
bound on λ2, which in turn puts a lower bound on ξ2 by virtue of Eq. (27).
We also note that in the IHDM, although we have two complex scalar fields during
inflation, only the inert doublet components contribute to the effective potential given by
Eq. (14). Thus, the isocurvature fluctuations typically present in multi-field inflation models
are suppressed here. To be specific, the isocurvature fraction is predicted to be βiso ∼
O(10−5) [54], which is consistent with the Planck constraints.
V. REHEATING
At the end of inflation, the energy density stored in the inflaton field starts to disperse
as the inflaton annihilates or decays into other particles, including those of the SM. This is
the reheating epoch [87], which takes the Universe from the matter-dominated phase during
inflation to the radiation-domination phase.
As X falls below MPl, the inflationary potential in Eq. (14) can be approximated by a
quadratic potential:
Ve ' λ2M
2
Pl
6ξ22
X2 ≡ 1
2
ω2X2 , where ω2 =
λ2M
2
Pl
3ξ22
. (28)
Reheating occurs in this harmonic oscillator potential well [22] where the field X undergoes
very rapid coherent oscillations with frequency ω. The equation of motion for X during
reheating is
X¨ + 3HX˙ +
dVe
dX
= 0 , (29)
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where X˙ ≡ dX/dt, X¨ ≡ d2X/dt2 and H is the Hubble expansion rate. On solving Eq. (29)
for ω  H, we obtain
X = X0(t) cos(ωt) , with X0(t) = 2
√
2
ξ2√
λ2
1
t
. (30)
We define the time tcr =
2ξ2
ω
at which the amplitude X0 crosses Xcr =
√
2
3
MPl
ξ2
, which marks
the end of reheating.
In the IHDM inflation, where the inert doublet is the inflaton, it can decay into the
W and Z bosons through the kinetic coupling term g
2
4
√
6
MPl
ξ2
XW 2 and into the SM Higgs
boson through the quartic coupling terms λi
√
2
3
MPl
ξ2
X|Φ1|2 (where i = 3, 4, 5 in the scalar
potential (2)). The SM particles do not have a physical mass at the time of reheating but
acquire an effective mass due to the couplings to inflaton and its oscillations. For ω  H,
the amplitude X0 can be taken to be constant over one oscillation period. This allows us to
write down the effective mass term for vector and scalar bosons as
m2W =
g2
2
√
6
MPl
ξ2
|X| , (31)
m2h =
1√
6
(
λ3 +
λ4
2
)
MPl
ξ2
|X| . (32)
The effective coupling of the W boson is large enough that it is produced as a nonrelativistic
species. The same is true for the Higgs boson, if any of the λi’s above are of order 1. So the
decay and annihilation of these bosons to relativistic SM fermions will reheat the Universe.
Following Ref. [88] (see also Refs. [89, 90]), the production of W and Higgs bosons in the
linear and resonance regions are, respectively, given by
d(nWa
3)
dt
=
 P2pi3ωK31a3, (linear),2a3ωQnW , (resonance), (33)
d(nha
3)
dt
=
 P2pi3ωK32a3, (linear),2a3ωQnh. (resonance), (34)
where P and Q are numerical factors with P ≈ 0.0455 and Q ≈ 0.045, αW = g24pi is the weak
coupling constant, a is the scale factor, nW , nh are the number densities of W and Higgs,
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respectively, and
K1 =
[
g2M2Pl
6ξ22
√
λ2
2
X0(ti)
]1/3
, (35)
K2 =
[(
λ3 +
λ4
2
)
M2Pl
3ξ22
√
λ2
2
X0(ti)
]1/3
, (36)
where ti is the instant when the inflaton field value X = 0. Inflaton can decay into W and
Higgs bosons only in the vicinity of X = 0 when the effective masses of these bosons are
much smaller than the inflaton effective mass ω.
At low number densities nW and nh of the produced W and Higgs bosons, their decays to
SM fermions are the dominant channels for the production of relativistic particles and suc-
cessful reheating of the Universe to the radiation-dominated epoch. If the number densities
become large, their production rates will increase exponentially due to parametric resonance
during which the bosons will mostly annihilate to produce fermions. Fermion production
through decay of W takes place very slowly and would reheat the Universe long after the
resonance period has ended [88], while production through annihilation is a much faster
process. Since annihilation can only occur when the number density is large enough, this
necessitates the occurrence of parametric resonance.
Parametric resonance production of W bosons can occur only when the W boson decay
rate, given by
ΓW =
3
4
αWmW , (37)
falls below its resonance production rate given by Eq. (33). This leads to the condition
X0 .
3.56
pi
Q2 λ2
α3W
Xcr ≈ 61.88λ2Xcr , (38)
which imposes a lower bound on λ2:
λ2 &
1
60
. (39)
As for the resonance production of Higgs bosons, this occurs when the decay rate of Higgs
into fermions, governed by the Yukawa couplings yf , given by
Γh =
y2f
16pi
mh , (40)
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falls below its resonance production rate given by Eq. (34). Keeping only the largest Yukawa
coupling yt to top quarks in Eq. (40), we get the Higgs resonance condition
X0 .
64pi Q2λ2
(λ3 +
λ4
2
) y4t
Xcr ≈ 0.41
(
λ2
λ3 +
λ4
2
)
Xcr , (41)
Comparing Eq. (41) to Eq. (38), we find that the Higgs production will enter the parametric
resonance regime around the same time as the W boson, only if λ3 +
λ4
2
. 0.006. Moreover,
from Eq. (41), we find that for Higgs resonance production to occur, λ3 +
λ4
2
. 0.41λ2. On
the other hand, since the neutral component of the inert doublet is also the DM candidate
in our case, we need its couplings to the SM Higgs of order 1 (see Sec. VI below). Therefore,
the Higgs production will not enter resonance regime till long after the end of the quadratic
phase of the potential. Thus, the production rate of the Higgs remains small and can be
neglected, as compared to the W boson production, as far as the reheating is concerned in
our IHDM scenario.
Once the W boson production has entered the parametric resonance regime, they rapidly
annihilate to transfer their entire energy density to relativistic fermions (radiation), given
by [54]
ρr ' 1.06× 10
57 GeV4
λ2
. (42)
The inert doublet also couples to the Z2 odd SM-singlet fermions and SM leptons
[cf. Eq. (5)], and, therefore, can directly decay into them during reheating (as long as the
effective inflaton mass ω is larger than the Nk mass Mk) though the effective coupling terms
− Yij
√
MPlX√
24
(e¯iNj + N¯jei) + Yij
√
MPlX√
24
(ν¯iNj + N¯jνi) , (43)
where i, j are the lepton flavor indices. Taking a representative value of Yij = Y ≈ 10−4, we
get for the energy density
ρr =
√
3
λ2
Y 2MPlω
3
4pi
' 6.16× 10
49 GeV4√
λ2
, (44)
which is much smaller compared to the relativistic energy density produced by gauge bosons
[cf. Eq. (42)], if their parametric resonance production occurs.
Using Eq. (42) and taking λ2 ∼ O(1) (see Sec. VIII), we can compute the reheating
temperature:
Tr '
(
30 ρr
pi2 g∗
)1/4
≈ 1014 GeV (45)
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where g∗ = 116 is the number of degrees of freedom in the relativistic plasma that includes
the SM particles plus three Z2 odd SM-singlet fermions and four additional Higgs bosons in
the scotogenic model.
VI. DARK MATTER
After reheating, the remaining inert doublet particles become a part of the thermal plasma
and go into thermal equilibrium until freeze-out later where the lightest of the two neutral
scalars H0 and A0 in Eq. (3) becomes a viable DM candidate. To obtain the allowed
parameter space from the observed DM relic density considerations, we solve the Boltzmann
equation for the evolution of the DM number density nDM:
dnDM
dt
+ 3HnDM = −〈σv〉
[
n2DM − (neqDM)2
]
, (46)
where neqDM is the equilibrium number density of DM and 〈σv〉 is the thermally averaged
annihilation cross section, given by [91]
〈σv〉 = 1
8m4DMTK
2
2
(
mDM
T
) ∞∫
4m2DM
σ(s− 4m2DM)
√
s K1
(√
s
T
)
ds , (47)
where Ki(x)’s are modified Bessel functions of order i. One can solve Eq. (46) to obtain
the freeze-out temperature Tf and the relic abundance ΩDM =
ρDM
ρc
, where ρDM is the DM
energy density and ρc =
3H20
8piGN
is the critical energy density of the Universe, with GN being
Newton’s gravitational constant and H0 ≡ 100 h km s−1 Mpc−1 is the present-day Hubble
expansion rate. Assuming only s-wave annihilation, the relic density is given by [8]
ΩDMh
2 =
(
1.07× 109 GeV−1) xfg1/2∗
g∗sMPl〈σv〉f , (48)
where g∗ and g∗s are the effective relativistic degrees of freedom that contribute to the energy
density and entropy density, respectively,4 and
xf ≡ mDM
Tf
= ln
(
0.038
g
g
1/2
∗
MPlmDM〈σv〉f
)
, (49)
4 For most of the history of the Universe, all particle species had a common temperature and g∗s can be
replaced by g∗, for which we will use the SM value of 106.75, since the extra Higgs and Z2 odd SM-singlet
fermions fields are heavier than the DM and do not contribute to g∗ for the relic density calculation (but
do contribute for the reheating calculation in the previous section).
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with g being the number of internal degrees of freedom of the DM and the subscript f on
〈σv〉 meaning that Eq. (47) is evaluated at the freeze-out temperature, which by itself is
derived from the equality condition of DM interaction rate Γ = nDM〈σv〉 with the rate of
expansion of the Universe H(T ) '
√
pi2g∗
90
T 2
MPl
(i.e, the freeze-out condition).
We consider the CP-even neutral component H0 of the inert scalar doublet Φ2 in Eq. (3)
as the DM candidate for our analysis. This is similar to the inert doublet model of DM
discussed extensively in the literature [37, 60, 63–74]. At the tree level, the annihilation
of H0 proceeds via the quartic interactions (λ3,4,5 terms) in the scalar potential (2), as
well as via gauge interactions with the SM W and Z bosons. In the low mass regime
(mH0 ≡ mDM ≤ mW ), the annihilation of DM to the SM fermions through s-channel Higgs
mediation dominates over other channels. As pointed out in Ref. [69], the annihilation:
H0H0 → WW ∗ → Wff¯ ′ also plays a role in the mDM ≤ mW region. Also, when the
heavier components of the inert scalar doublet have masses close to the DM mass, they can
be thermally accessible at the epoch of DM freeze-out. Therefore, the annihilation cross
section of DM in such a case gets additional contributions from coannihilations between the
DM and the heavier components of the scalar doublet Φ2.
In the presence of coannihilation, the effective cross section at freeze-out can be expressed
as [92]
σeff =
N∑
i,j
〈σijv〉gigj
g2eff
(1 + ∆i)
3/2(1 + ∆j)
3/2e−xF (∆i+∆j) , (50)
where ∆i =
mi−mDM
mDM
is the relative mass difference between the heavier component i of the
inert Higgs doublet (with gi internal degrees of freedom) and the DM,
geff =
N∑
i=1
gi(1 + ∆i)
3/2e−xf∆i (51)
is the total effective degrees of freedom, and
〈σijv〉 = xf
8m2im
2
jmDMK2
(
mixf
mDM
)
K2
(
mjxf
mDM
)
×
∞∫
(mi+mj)2
ds σij
(
s− 2(m2i +m2j)
)√
s K1
(√
s xf
mDM
)
(52)
is the modified thermally averaged cross section, compared to Eq. (47). the relic density
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FIG. 2. The DM relic abundance in the scotogenic model. Increasing λs ≡ λ3 + λ4 + λ5 beyond
' 0.5 violates the perturbative bounds at scales where inflation and reheating occur. The horizontal
band is the 68% C.L. observed DM relic abundance from Planck 2018 data [5]. The vertical line
shows a benchmark value of the DM mass chosen for our subsequent analysis.
formula (48) gets modified to
ΩDMh
2 =
2.4× 10−10
σeff
GeV−2 . (53)
In the present model, we include the coannihilation effects from the CP-odd scalar A0
and the charged scalars H±. The corresponding mass splittings ∆A0 and ∆H± depend on
the values of the quartic couplings λ4 and λ5 [cf. Eqs. (4)]. In the presence of SM-singlet
fermions, there exists additional annihilation and coannihilation channels which, in principle,
could affect the DM relic abundance. However, in our case, they are considered to be heavy
for successful vanilla leptogenesis which we discuss in the next section. For DM mass in the
TeV range, such heavy fermions do not affect their relic abundance [93].
Fig. 2 shows the relic abundance of DM as a function of its mass. The different curves
are for different values of λs = λ3 +λ4 +λ5. We find that the relic abundance is satisfied for
TeV scale DM, if we want the freeze-out of DM to occur in the temperature range of the EW
phase transition.5 Since we are using the same inert doublet particles to explain inflation
which occurs near the Planck scale, we need to make sure that the coupling parameters
5 This follows from the general expectation that for a WIMP DM, xf is typically in the range of 20–30.
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λi do not run beyond their perturbative limit of
√
4pi (see Sec. VIII). Because of this, λ3
gets an upper bound of around 0.5 during freeze-out. Similarly, λ5 gets constrained by
baryogenesis (see Sec. VII) and together these give an upper bound on λs of around 0.5
(assuming λ4 ' λ5). The observed relic abundance ΩobsDMh2 = 0.120± 0.001 at 68% C.L. [5],
shown by the horizontal shaded region, together with the perturbative limit on the quartic
couplings gives an upper bound on the DM mass of around 1.6 TeV. The results that we
have obtained here give a spin-independent scattering cross section of ' 10−45 − 10−46 cm2
and are within reach of the next generation DM direct detection experiments, like LZ [94],
XENONnT [95], DARWIN [96] and PandaX-30T [97].
VII. BARYOGENESIS
At the end of the inflationary era, any preexisting asymmetry between baryons and
antibaryons would be exponentially suppressed and we must freshly generate the observed
baryon asymmetry dynamically. This can done in the scotogenic model via the mechanism
of leptogenesis by virtue of the out-of-equilibrium decay of the Ni [59, 65, 98–101]. In the
vanilla leptogenesis scenario with hierarchical Ni masses [102], there exists an absolute lower
bound on the mass of the lightest Z2 odd SM-singlet fermions of M
min
1 & 109 GeV [103, 104].6
A similar lower bound can be derived in the scotogenic model with only two Z2 odd SM-
singlet fermions in the strong washout regime. However, with three such SM-singlet fermions,
the bound can be lowered to about 10 TeV [59], even without resorting to a resonant
enhancement of the CP-asymmetry [106, 107]. We will use a hierarchical setup for the
Ni masses with benchmark values of M1 = 10 TeV, M2 = 50 TeV and M3 = 100 TeV to
derive the leptogenesis constraints on the model parameter space and their compatibility
with the inflation and DM constraints discussed in the previous sections.
After being thermally produced during reheating, the Ni in our setup start decaying into
SM leptons and the inert Higgs doublet, if kinematically allowed, through their Yukawa
interactions [cf. Eq. (5)]. For a hierarchical scenario with M1  M2, M3, the lepton asym-
metry produced by decays of N2,3 are negligible for the final lepton asymmetry, as they
become suppressed due to the strong washout effects caused by N1 or N2,3-mediated inter-
actions. Only the asymmetry created by N1 decays is relevant for the generation of the final
6 Including flavor and thermal effects could, in principle, lower this bound to about 106 GeV [105].
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lepton asymmetry which is later converted into the baryon asymmetry of the Universe by
the electro-weak sphaleron phase transitions. To obtain results for baryogenesis, we need
to solve the simultaneous Boltzmann equations for N1 decay and NB−L (the B −L number
density) formation. Any such B−L calculation depends on a comparison between the Hub-
ble parameter and the decay rates for N1 → `Φ2, ¯`Φ∗2 processes which will be responsible
for the asymmetry, as well as to the CP-asymmetry parameter ε1. To this effect, we define
the decay parameter
KN1 =
ΓN1
H(z = 1)
, (54)
where ΓN1 is the total decay rate of N1 and H(z = 1) is the Hubble rate evaluated at
z = M1
T
= 1. With our choice of the Ni and DM masses, we stay in the weak washout regime
(KN1 < 1), which is crucial for allowing successful leptogenesis with M1 = 10 TeV [59].
With the Yukawa couplings given in Eq. (12), the N1 decay rate is given by
ΓN1 =
M1
8pi
(Y †Y )11
[
1−
(
mDM
M1
)2]2
≡ M1
8pi
(Y †Y )11 (1− η1)2 . (55)
Ignoring flavor effects and summing over all flavors, the CP asymmetry parameter is given
by
ε1 =
1
8pi(Y †Y )11
∑
j 6=1
Im
[
(Y †Y )21j
] [
f(rj1, η1)−
√
rj1
rj1 − 1(1− η1)
2
]
, (56)
where f(rj1, η1) =
√
rj1
[
1 +
1− 2η1 + rj1
(1− η1)2 ln
(
rj1 − η21
1− 2η1 + rj1
)]
, (57)
and rj1 =
(
Mj
M1
)2
, η1 ≡
(
mDM
M1
)2
.
To solve the Boltzmann equations, we need to start with a thermal initial abundance
for N1 where the interaction rate of the N1 particles is above the Hubble rate after reheat-
ing. If the Yukawa couplings corresponding to N1 are very small, this is not possible. This
constrains us to have at least some of the N1 couplings of the order of 10
−3 − 10−4. With
these values, the processes W/Z,H±/H0/A0 → N, `±/ν help to satisfy an initial thermal
abundance of N1. Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the interaction rate and the Hub-
ble rate for a Yukawa coupling strength of 10−4 (left) and 10−3 (right). We can see that
for a Yukawa strength of 10−4, N1 particles enter the thermal plasma at temperatures of
O(108 GeV) while for 10−3 coupling strength, they enter the equilibrium much earlier at
temperatures of O(1010 GeV). This allows us to start with an initial thermal abundance
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FIG. 3. The interaction rate is less than the Hubble rate in the early Universe but it overtakes the
Hubble rate below O(108 GeV) for Y = 10−4 (left) and O(1010 GeV) for Y = 10−3 (right). Here
we have taken M1 = 10 TeV.
of N1 while solving the Boltzmann equations given that mass of N1 is taken 10 TeV below
which the processes W/Z,H±/H0/A0 → N, `±/ν die out.
We numerically solve the coupled Boltzmann equations for the N1 and B − L number
densities, respectively given by [102]
dnN1
dz
= −D1(nN1 − neqN1) , (58)
dnB−L
dz
= −ε1D1(nN1 − neqN1)−W1nB−L , (59)
where neqN1 =
z2
2
K2(z) is the equilibrium number density of N1 (with Ki(z) being the modified
Bessel function of i-th kind),
D1 ≡ Γ1
Hz
= KN1z
K1(z)
K2(z)
(60)
measures the total decay rate with respect to the Hubble rate, and similarly, W1 ≡ ΓWHz
measures the total washout rate. The washout term is the sum of two contributions, i.e.
W1 = WID + W∆L=2, where the washout due to the inverse decays `Φ2, ¯`Φ
∗
2 → N1 is given
by
WID =
1
4
KN1z
3K1(z) , (61)
and that due to the ∆L = 2 scatterings `Φ2 ↔ ¯`Φ∗2, ``↔ Φ∗2Φ∗2 is given by [59]
W∆L=2 ' 18
√
10MPl
pi4g`
√
g∗z2v4
(
2pi2
λ5
)2
M1m¯
2
ζ , (62)
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where we have assumed η1  1 for simplicity, g` stands for the internal degrees of freedom
for the SM leptons, and m¯ζ is the effective neutrino mass parameter, defined as
m¯2ζ ' 4ζ21m21 + ζ2m22 + ζ23m23 , (63)
with mi’s being the light neutrino mass eigenvalues, ζi defined in Eq. (10) and Li(m
2) defined
in Eq. (7). Note that Eq. (62) is similar to the ∆L = 2 wash-out term in vanilla leptogenesis,
except for the
(
2pi2
λ5
)2
factor.
After solving the Boltzmann equations (58) and (59) numerically, we evaluate the final
B − L asymmetry nfB−L just before sphaleron freeze-out, which is then converted to the
baryon-to-photon ratio
ηB =
3
4
g0∗
g∗
asphn
f
B−L ' 9.2× 10−3 nfB−L , (64)
where asph =
8
23
is the sphaleron conversion factor (taking into account two Higgs doublets),
g∗ = 110.75 is the effective relativistic degrees of freedom during the production of the final
lepton asymmetry (taking into account two Higgs doublets, but not the Ni, since they have
already frozen-out by this time), and g0∗ =
43
11
is the effective relativistic degrees of freedom
at the recombination epoch. Note that the baryon asymmetry in this scenario only depends
on λ5 and is independent of other quartic couplings in the potential Eq. (2). For illustration,
we show in Fig. 4 the resulting value of ηB obtained from Eq. (64) as a function of the quartic
coupling λ5 for a benchmark value of mH0 = 1.5 TeV (which is also the DM mass in this
setup). The horizontal line shows the observed value ηobsB = (6.04±0.08)×10−10 at 68% C.L.,
as inferred from the Planck 2018 data on the baryon density ΩBh
2 = 0.0224±0.0001 [5]. For
our choice of the Ni masses M1 = 10 TeV, M2 = 50 TeV and M3 = 100 TeV, the Yukawa
matrix satisfying the light neutrino data can be obtained from Eq. (12) for a suitable choice
of the orthogonal matrix O. In particular, we find that for successful leptogenesis, the
Yukawa couplings of the lightest Z2 odd SM-singlet fermion, N1, are required to be of order
O(10−8 − 10−9), while those of N2 and N3 are of order O(10−4 − 10−3). This is because
we are in the weak washout regime, which requires KN1 < 1, and hence, smaller (Y
†Y )11
[cf. Eq. (55)]. However, this also means a smaller source term for the B − L asymmetry in
Eq. (59), which must be compensated by a larger ε1, thereby requiring larger (Y
†Y )1j (with
j = 2, 3) in Eq. (56).
In order to see the interplay of the DM and baryogenesis constraints on the model, we
examine the variation of the DM mass with |λ5| for different values of λ3 that satisfy the relic
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FIG. 4. The baryon-to-photon ratio as a function of |λ5| for benchmark DM mass of 1.5 TeV. The
horizontal line gives the observed value, as inferred from Planck 2018 data [5].
density constraint (assuming λ4 = λ5 in λs = λ3 +λ4 +λ5 that goes into relic calculation; see
Sec. VI). This allows us to get a range of DM masses and λ5 values that allow for successful
baryogenesis in the present model as is shown in Fig. 5, where the black line across the graph
shows the points that satisfy the baryogenesis constraint. The lightest active neutrino mass
in this model is of O(10−12 eV). From this result, we obtain a preferred range of 1.3–1.60
TeV for the DM mass.
VIII. RENORMALIZATION GROUP ANALYSIS
Since we are combining inflation, which is a Planck-scale phenomenon, with baryogenesis
and DM physics at the TeV-scale, we must make sure that all the coupling values used in this
analysis remain perturbative up to the Planck scale. The requirements among the couplings
for inflation and reheating is that the inflaton self-coupling λ2 be greater than around 1/60
to successfully reheat the Universe at temperatures of the order of 1013− 1014 GeV. On the
other hand, the inflaton is also the dark matter candidate with TeV range mass. This will
freeze-out around the electroweak scales only if the quartic couplings of the inert doublet to
the Higgs are of O(1). However, such large couplings at EW scales run the risk of exceeding
the perturbative bound of 4pi. This constrains the available Higgs-inert doublet couplings
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depending on the values of λ1 and λ2. Therefore it becomes necessary to run the couplings
from the EW scales to upto the Planck scales to keep them perturbative at low scales and
high scales.
Here we show the results of the one-loop RG evolution for a typical set of coupling
values used in our numerical calculations above. Following Refs. [108, 109], the one-loop RG
equations for the gauge couplings of the IHDM are given by
16pi2
dgs
dt
= −7g3s , (65)
16pi2
dg
dt
= −3g3, (66)
16pi2
dg′
dt
= 7g′3. (67)
where g′, g and gs denote the U(1), SU(2)L and SU(3)c gauge couplings respectively, and
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t ≡ ln(µ) is the energy scale. The quartic couplings λi (i = 1, . . . , 5) evolve as follows:
16pi2
dλ1
dt
= 12λ21 + 4λ
2
3 + 4λ3λ4 + 2λ
2
4 + 2λ
2
5 +
3
4
(3g4 + g′4 + 2g2g′2)
−λ1(9g2 + 3g′2 − 12y2t − 12y2b − 4y2τ )− 12y4t , (68)
16pi2
dλ2
dt
= 12λ22 + 4λ
2
3 + 4λ3λ4 + 2λ
2
4 + 2λ
2
5
+
3
4
(3g4 + g′4 + 2g2g′2)− 3λ2(3g2 + g′2 − 4
3
Y 2)− 4Y 4 , (69)
16pi2
dλ3
dt
= (λ1 + λ2) (6λ3 + 2λ4) + 4λ
2
3 + 2λ
2
4 + 2λ
2
5 +
3
4
(3g4 + g′4 − 2g2g′2)
−λ3(9g2 + 3g′2 − 6y2t − 6y2b − 2y2τ − 2Y 2) , (70)
16pi2
dλ4
dt
= 2 (λ1 + λ2)λ4 + 8λ3λ4 + 4λ
2
4 + 8λ
2
5 + 3g
2g′2
−λ4(9g2 + 3g′2 − 6y2t − 6y2b − 2y2τ − 2Y 2) , (71)
16pi2
dλ5
dt
= (2λ1 + 2λ2 + 8λ3 + 12λ4)λ5 − λ5(9g2 + 3g′2 − 6y2b − 2y2τ − 6y2t − 2Y 2) ,(72)
For the Yukawa couplings the corresponding set of RG equations are
16pi2
dyb
dt
= yb
(
−8g2s −
9
4
g2 − 5
12
g′2 +
9
2
y2b + y
2
τ +
3
2
y2t
)
, (73)
16pi2
dyt
dt
= yt
(
−8g2s −
9
4
g2 − 17
12
g′2 +
9
2
y2t + y
2
τ +
3
2
y2b
)
, (74)
16pi2
dyτ
dt
= yτ
(
−9
4
g2 − 15
4
g′2 + 3y2b + 3y
2
t +
1
2
Y 2 +
5
2
y2τ
)
. (75)
16pi2
dY
dt
= yτ
(
−9
4
g2 − 3
4
g′2 − 3
4
y2τ +
5
2
Y 2
)
. (76)
The following values of the couplings were taken as the initial values for illustration:
λ1 = 0.26; λ2 = 0.1; λ3 = 0.45 at the EW scale
yt = 1; yτ = 0.005; yb = 0.02 at the EW scale
g = 0.64; g′ = 0.37; gs = 1.22 at the EW scale
λ4 = −0.0025; λ5 = −0.0025 at 10 TeV (N1 mass scale)
Y = 0.0001 at 10 TeV (N1 mass scale)
The RG evolution up to the Planck scale for all these couplings is shown in Fig. 6. We
conclude that for the parameter values chosen in our numerical analysis, the couplings remain
perturbative all the way up to the Planck scale, thus simultaneously allowing inflation at
high scale, and baryogenesis and DM freeze-out at TeV scale.
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FIG. 6. The RG evolution of the electroweak and strong gauge couplings (top left), scalar quartic
couplings (top right), Yukawa couplings for bottom, tau and Z2 odd SM-singlet fermions (bottom
left) and top Yukawa coupling (bottom right) with the initial values given in the text.
We note that the one-loop RG equations given above are sufficient to describe the running
of the couplings at the desired accuracy level. To verify this, we have numerically checked the
two-loop running using SARAH [110] and find that the scalar couplings λ1,2,3,4,5 run very close
to their one-loop running values up to the Planck scale. Only the lepton Yukawa coupling
starts differing at around 108 GeV. However, around this energy, it starts decreasing for
both one-loop and two-loop runs, so there is no danger of it ever crossing the perturbative
bound. Thus, the use of the one-loop RG evolution equations is justified in terms of the
required accuracy.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have taken the inert Higgs doublet model extended by three Z2 odd SM-
singlet fermions as the overarching framework to successfully achieve inflation, reheating,
dark matter relic density, baryogenesis, and neutrino masses. Naturally small neutrino
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masses are obtained via one-loop graphs involving the Ni and inert doublet scalars coupling
to the SM Higgs doublet. nonminimal coupling of the inert doublet (identified as the inflaton)
to gravity allows us to do Starobinsky-type inflation and provides an excellent fit to the
inflationary observables. The Universe is reheated after inflation by parametric resonance
production of gauge bosons and Z2 odd SM-singlet fermions from the annihilation of the
inflaton particles. This gives us a lower bound on the quartic coupling λ2 & 160 . The inert
doublet particles become part of the thermal plasma and later freeze-out to provide the
required DM relic density. We find that the preferred DM mass range is between 1.25–1.60
TeV. Successful baryogenesis is achieved by the decays of the Ni to SM leptons and the inert
doublet scalars. We obtain a small range for |λ5| between 6.5×10−5 to 7.2×10−5 which can
reproduce the observed baryon asymmetry of the Universe for the lightest Ni mass scale of
10 TeV, while simultaneously satisfying the neutrino mass constraints.
There have been previous attempts at explaining inflation, dark matter, baryogenesis and
neutrino masses together in a single framework, including νMSM, minimal supersymmetric
standard model and axion models [31–36]. The obvious simplicity of our model compared
to supersymmetric models is the absence of supersymmetry up to the GUT scale. A model
that involves supersymmetry [32] uses a combination of Higgs, sleptons and sneutrino to
act as the inflaton. The lightest sneutrino is the DM candidate and there is an extra U(1)
gauge boson Z ′ and an extra gaugino Z˜ ′, which help bring the right-handed sneutrino into
thermal equilibrium to obtain the correct relic density. In our model, a single scalar doublet
forms the inflaton and the lightest neutral scalar component becomes the DM candidate.
Another model with supersymmetry [33] studies an inflection point inflation scenario in
which the reheating temperature is close to the big bang nucleosynthesis temperature (Tr ∼
1 − 10 MeV). Considering such ultralow reheating temperatures removes the possibility
of using electroweak sphaleron processes to create a baryon asymmetry and they need to
invoke R-parity violating operators to directly produce the asymmetry in the baryonic sector.
Gravitinos produced from inflaton decay can be long-lived enough to form the DM, as
the R-parity violation ensures that the lightest supersymmetry particle is not stable. In
contrast, in our model the Z2 symmetry is unbroken and provides stability to dark matter.
The model in Ref. [34] uses the simplest type-I seesaw with three SM singlet fermions
for neutrino mass generation at tree level and a complex scalar singlet carrying lepton
number L = 2. The real part of the scalar singlet gives inflation, while the complex part
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which is the associated Nambu-Goldstone boson (Majoron) and gets a small mass from
soft lepton number breaking forms the DM. Another such minimalistic model explaining
inflation, dark matter, baryogenesis and neutrino masses is the νMSM with three right-
handed neutrinos for type-I seesaw, extended by a scalar singlet [31]. However, these two
models use a chaotic or natural inflation scenario, mostly motivated to explain the BICEP2
observation of a large tensor-to-scalar ratio [111] – a claim later retracted after incorporating
the polarized emission from galactic dust [112]. In general, these inflationary models are
getting increasingly constrained by Planck observations [24]. In contrast, coupling the scalars
nonminimally to gravity in our model takes it into the Starobinsky class of models which sit
in the sweet-spot of inflationary observations. However, our model does not aim to explain
the strong CP problem which gives an advantage to models that include axions [35, 36].
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